
Jenzi Texas Rig 7x7 with Offset Hook and 
Bullet #1

Jenzi

Product number: JE-7152001

The Texas Rig is a ready-made rig, which is already 
equipped with a 7 gr. weight (lead-free) and an offset 
hook.

Weight: 0.007 kg
3,95 € * 3,95 €

Optimum predator hunting with the Jenzi Texas Rig 7x7 - Perfect 
for pike and co.

Discover the ultimate predator fishing experience with the Jenzi Texas Rig 7x7. This rig has been specially 
developed for fishing for pike and other predatory fish and offers first-class fishing pleasure thanks to its 
high-quality components and sophisticated design.

Main features

Robust material: The 40 cm long, uncoated 7x7 steel leader guarantees durability and flexibility.
Innovative hook: The offset hook makes it easy to mount rubber fish or dead baitfish and 
significantly reduces the risk of snags.
Additional components: A stopper and glass bead are integrated to create additional noise to attract 
predatory fish.
Lightweight and lead-free: With a weight of 7 g, this rig is not only environmentally friendly but 
also easy to handle.
High lifting capacity: A lifting capacity of 12 kg ensures that even larger catches can be landed safely.

Versatile hook sizes

Available in hook sizes #1, #1/0, #2/0, the Jenzi Texas Rig offers flexibility for different soft baits and 
target fish. Whether you're fishing for zander, perch or pike, this rig adapts to your needs.



Perfect for every angler

Whether you are an experienced angler or just starting out with predator fishing, the Jenzi Texas Rig 7x7 is 
the ideal choice for your fishing equipment. It combines ease of use with effective performance so you can 
focus on what's important - the catch of a lifetime.

Opt for the Jenzi Texas Rig 7x7 with offset hook and bullet and experience how your predator catches are 
raised to a new level. Order now and make your next fishing trip unforgettable!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=d61b1c19dd72dfec23af606f97428511

